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Integrated Biometrics Achieves MOSIP®
Compliance

New Level of Secure Identity Management Transactions Available to IB Partners and
End Users

SPARTANBURG, S.C., April 26, 2022 – Integrated Biometrics (IB), the world leader
in mobile FBI-certified biometric fingerprint scanners, today announced the
completion of MOSIP® self-compliance across its contact fingerprint devices.

MOSIP’s cost-effective secure identity system enables governments to ensure
secure biometric transactions through trusted environments using its Secure
Biometric Interface (SBI) standards.
Integrated Biometrics multi-finger biometric sensors are among the world’s most
secure identity management solutions using its unique patented LES technology and
strong encryption platform. The addition of MOSIP compliance provides another
layer of security during the communication exchange.
“MOSIP is pleased to announce Integrated Biometrics as a MOSIP Partner in our
self-compliance curriculum and the successful completion of the program. Events
like this are an encouraging reminder of our dream of an ever-growing, global
partner ecosystem.”
—Sanjith Sundaram, Head of Biometric Ecosystem, MOSIP
“Working with MOSIP to achieve self-compliance through its program was a
straightforward, seamless process due to their excellent support. IB’s technical
acumen once again exhibits our leadership in the identity management market. IB is
excited to add this additional offering to our global partners and end-users.”
—Fred Frye, Chief Scientist, Integrated Biometrics
About MOSIP
MOSIP (Modular Open-Source Identification Platform) was incubated at IIITBangalore as a global digital public good. The platform’s modular architecture, easy
configuration, and customization abilities, enables countries the flexibility to build
their foundational digital ID systems in a cost-effective manner.
MOSIP enables countries to realize a digital identity led development and
transformation agenda. Our vision is to help build a digital future, that is
interoperable, inclusive, and trusted.
Funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates’ Foundation, Tata Trust, Omidyar Networks, and
NORAD, the platform is being adopted by the Philippines, Morocco, and Togo, and
piloted in Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, and Guinea.
About Integrated Biometrics
Integrated Biometrics (IB), a pioneer in biometric fingerprint technology, designs and
manufactures advanced, high-resolution touchless and FBI-certified contact identity
solutions for government, law enforcement, military, social services, and a wide
range of commercial applications. IB’s lightweight scanners, supported by our
patented light-emitting sensor (LES) technology, outperform traditional fingerprint
devices in size, power consumption, portability, and reliability. Global organizations
rely on IB’s products to enroll and verify identities quickly and accurately, even in
remote locations under extreme conditions. Commercial enterprises, government
and financial services organizations depend on IB to build innovative, secure
applications to establish identity in accordance with national and international
standards.

